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Abstract
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preview of the Thesis

Given a Riemannian manifold M of dimension n, let u(f, -) E COO(M), E ER, be a

smooth one-parameter family of Neumann eigenfunctions of the Laplacian satisfying

Au(, -) + A(E)u(E,.) = 0 on Q, (1.1)

= 0 on OQE, (1.2)

with KE a corresponding collection of smoothly-varying n-dimensional submanifolds

with boundary and v(e, -) the normal vector field to Oa, so that the boundary condi-

tion in (1.2) is the normal-derivative-0 condition. The function E -ý A(c) is differen-

tiable, and our primary enterprise in Chapter 2 of this dissertation is to calculate its

derivative, that is, to calculate the first variation of the Neumann eigenvalues.

Denote by Van the Riemannian gradient on 0Q and by v(p) the normal variation

or speed in the normal direction at p E aQ of the perturbation (see equation (2.15)).

Writing A = A(0) and u = u(0, .), we prove the following theorem.

Theorem A.(also Theorem 2.3) The first variation of the Neumann eigenvalues

of the Laplacian is given by

A'(0) = a( IVa~ul2 - Au2)v dA.

One of the key ingredients of the proof (see sec. 2.2) of the formula in Theorem A

is the existence of a smooth curve 'yp(c) for each fixed p G 9Q whose derivative in the



normal direction to Q at p is the normal variation there and which satisfies y,(e) E 0Q

for all c near 0 (Proposition 2.2). This is used to differentiate the perturbed Neumann

conditions (1.2) with respect to e in order to obtain Neumann boundary conditions on

0Q for the derivative O,u(0, -) of the eigenfunction (equation (2.31)). The calculation

of these Neumann conditions is arguably the cornerstone of the argument. Another

highlight of the proof, however, is the utilization of a simple relationship between the

Laplace operator on M and that on 0Q when Neumann conditions are satisfied (see

(2.38)). Section 2.2 also includes a numerical verification of our eigenvalue variation

formula for the example of the unit disk in the plane perturbed at constant speed

(Example 2.4).

We conclude Chapter 2 with some remarks pertaining to the possibility of ex-

tending the first variation formula to bounded Lipschitz domains Q in Rn . We use

a regularity theorem of Jerison-Kenig [13] for the homogeneous Neumann problem

to show that the trace of VUk lies in L2 (OQ). The conclusion is that the formula is

well-defined for this nonsmooth case.

A regularity theory for the inhomogeneous Laplace equation with Neumann bound-

ary boundary conditions

Aw = F on Q (1.3)

Ow = 0 on 0Q (1.4)
On

on bounded (connected) Lipschitz domains Q is the principal objective of Chapter 3.

One relevant physical model - there are many - for this boundary value problem is

that of the steady-state temperature distribution within a perfectly insulated domain

in space in the presence of both generation and dissipation of heat.

Recall that Green's identities permit us to restate the classical problem (1.3)-(1.4)

in a much weaker fashion. Given a bounded linear functional F E (L2 (Q))\ acting

on L (Q), with

(L2(Q))tI = {F E (L (Q))* F(1) - 0},

we say that w E LI(Q) is a weak solution of the inhomogeneous Neumann problem



with data F if

F(v)= - < Vw, Vv > dV (1.5)

for all v E L (Q). By the well-known Hilbert space theoretic methods of Lax-Milgram,

a solution to this problem always exists, with resulting regularity estimate

11W1L2 _< CIIF|I(L2(a)).. (1.6)

Moreover, it is necessarily unique, modulo constants.

For 1 <p < oc and -oo < a < oc let LP denote the Sobolev (potential) spaces

on Rn, and, for a > 0, denote by LP,(Q) the Sobolev spaces on Q. Also, write XQ for

the truncation operator (corresponding to Q) defined initially on functions on R n as

multiplication by the indicator function of Q, and, for a > 0, let En : LP (Q) -+ Lc

denote Stein's extension operator (see section 3.1 within the main body of the thesis

for more precise definitions of these operators and their boundedness properties).

Finally, for a > 0, set

(LP())1 -- {F e (LP(Q))*| F(1) = 0}.

The central theorem of Chapter 3 is a very broad extension of the estimate (1.6),

and it may be stated in the following way.

Theorem B.(also Theorem 3.6) There is e, 0 < e < 1, depending only on the

Lipschitz constant of Q, such that, given 1 < p < co and F E (L •I())IT, lip +

1/q = 1, there exists a unique (modulo constants) w e LP (Q) satisfying

F(v) = - < XnV(EQ(w)), V(En(v)) > (1.7)

for all v E L q_"(Q) as well as the estimate

IjWIILP(Q) 5 CIIFII(Lq2_ ())* , (1.8)

provided one of the following holds

1 1
(a) po<p<p'oand- < a < 1 +-

P p
1

(b) 1 < p < poand 3/p- 1 -c < a < 1 +-

(c) p'o < p < oo and- < a < 3/p +

7



wherein 1/po = 1/2 + E/2 and 1/p'o = 1/2 - e/2.

When F e LP(Q), w E LP(Q), and v G L q(Q), the seemingly inscrutable Neumann

conditions in (1.7) become simply

f FvdV = - < Vw,Vv > dV.

The range for a and p for which this theorem holds is an open hexagon in (a, 1/p)-

space with vertices (0, 0), (l/po, l/po), (2 - e, 1), (2, 1), (2 - l/po, 1/p/o), and (e, 0).

Moreover, it is identical to the range for which estimates are true for the inhomoge-

neous Dirichlet problem (Jerison-Kenig [12]). In their paper, Jerison and Kenig prove

that this range is in fact the best possible for the inhomogeneous Dirichlet problem.

The same optimality conclusion is conjectured for the Neumann problem though this

will not be proved in this thesis.

Let us now outline the results in Chapter 3 and how they will be assembled to

prove Theorem B. In section 3.1, we restate Theorem B, providing the necessary

background detail.

Our primary mission in section 3.2 is to appropriately define the boundary func-

tion spaces we will require in the following two sections. Of paramount importance

here is that for the positive Sobolev and Besov boundary spaces Lipschitz surface

density is not present as a weight factor when the defining norm for these spaces is

written in terms of the norm for the corresponding space on Rn- , whereas for the

negative range of spaces it is. Another way of saying this is that if 09Q is the domain

above a Lipschitz graph 0 on R"-' then the boundary Sobolev space LP(oQ), s > 0,

is identical to the space LP(R • -~), but, for the negative range, if g E L_,(Oi), s > 0,

then we have instead gw E L_,( R"-'), where w = F1 + VOj2 denotes Lipschitz

hypersurface density. This difference makes these function spaces amenable to inter-

polation. Also included in section 3.2 is a statement of Jerison and Kenig's estimates

for the inhomogeneous Dirichlet problem.

In sec 3.3 we establish estimates for the operator sending Neumann boundary

values to the Dirichlet boundary values of the harmonic function exhibiting those

Neumann boundary conditions, loosely speaking the inverse of the operator often



known as the Calder6n operator and which we denote by T. These estimates, given

in Theorem 3.22, are certainly the key step in the proof of Theorem 3.6. We begin the

proof of Theorem 3.22 with estimates for the homogeneous Neumann problem proved

by Dahlberg and Kenig [5](see Theorem 3.9 of this thesis). Using these estimates it

is possible to establish an L((0Q)-estimate on T in the range 1 < p < 2 + 6 for some

6 > 0 (Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.13). The idea is then to take the adjoint of the

operator T to obtain estimates on the dual spaces. We also appeal to a theorem of

Brown [1](Theorem 3.17) giving estimates for the Neumann problem in Hardy spaces

of order less than 1 on the boundary to obtain end-point results for the L1 (0Q)-end

of the range. Since the duals of the Hardy classes of order less than 1 are the H6lder

classes we get L" estimates as well.

The proof of Theorem 3.22 is completed using interpolation. Since we need to

interpolate between Sobolev and Hardy spaces on the boundary we seek to apply the

interpolation theory for the inhomogeneous Triebel-Lizorkin scale of spaces Fc'q on

R" , which includes both the Sobolev and local Hardy classes based on R". This

application is possible because the fashion in which Brown's boundary Hardy spaces

are defined is consistent with the way in which we define boundary function spaces in

section 3.2. Once again this point is most easily understood when 09Q is the boundary

of the domain above a Lipschitz graph. In this case if f is a member of Brown's space

Hp' (0Q), with p' a real number less than but near 1, then Vf e HP'(R"-~, dx), with

dx denoting Lebesgue measure on Rn-1 , and this is just the usual Hardy space of

order p'. On the other hand, HP'(ad&) is in fact the space HP'(R n-~, da ) , where da

denotes Lipschitz surface measure. Thus we can reduce both interpolation formulas

between HI'(0Q) and the positive boundary spaces of section 3.2 and interpolation

formulas between Hp ' (iQ) and the negative boundary spaces to formulas for the

corresponding function spaces on euclidean space via the usual retraction arguments

(Theorem 3.20).

The actual proof proper of the existence assertion in Theorem B is confronted in

section 3.4, and the proof draws upon a classical strategy. Let us very briefly describe

this strategy in a formal way here. Given F E C' (n) with fn F dV = 0 extend F by



0 to all of R n . Then write the proposed solution w as

w = (F * N) J - u, (1.9)

where N denotes the Newtonian potential on R n so that A(F * N) = F, and u

satisfies the homogeneous Neumann problem

Au = 0 on Q (1.10)

_u O(F * N)
Son OQ. (1.11)On On

Thus from (1.10)-(1.11) it is clear that in order to obtain estimates for the inhomoge-

neous Neumann problem it is necessary to combine the estimates for the inhomoge-

neous Dirichlet problem and those for the inverse Calder6n operator in an appropriate

way, and this is done in detail in sec. 3.4.

Finally, we establish uniqueness of the solution w to the inhomogeneous Neumann

problem in section 3.5. When w lies in L2 (Q) uniqueness is quite straightforward and

is a consequence of the L2 expansion of w as an infinite series of eigenfunctions. When

w is not a member of L 2, we call upon L" estimates for the Neumann eigenfunctions of

the Laplacian on Q which follow from our own existence results to recast the problem

as one involving solutions to the heat equation. Invoking a theorem of Beurling and

Deny on positivity of the heat kernel, we are able to prove the convergence of the

heat semigroup as t -* 0 and deduce uniqueness in LP, 1 < p < 2.

1.2 Preliminary Definition and Notations

Definition of a Bounded Lipschitz Domain. We say that a bounded, open, con-

nected subset Q CR n is a bounded Lipschitz domain if to each P E aQ may be

associated a Lipschitz function 4 :Rn1-+R with Lipschtiz constant less than some

fixed m = m(Q) > 0 (called the Lipschitz constant of Q), an isometry R :R-nRn,

and a radius r > 0 for which

k(B(P, r) n Q) = {(x', x,) E Rnx,n > V(X'), I(x', Xn)j 1 r}

¢(B(P, r) n OQ) = {(x', 7x) E R"lx = 0(x'), l(x', xn)l r},



where B(P, r) is the closed ball in R" of radius r about P.

In Chapter 3, Lipschitz surface measure on dQ will be denoted by da and the

usual n-dimensional Lebesgue (volume) measure in Ruby dV.

Also, we write

Co(Oa) = {f (Q I f c CO(Rn)}.



Chapter 2

The Formula for the First

Variation of the Neumann

Eigenvalues

2.1 Riemannian Geometric Preliminaries

In this section we introduce certain notations and concepts from Riemannian geom-

etry which will be required in the next section. Useful treatments of the background

behind much of this material may be found in Gallot, Hulin, Lafontaine [9] or Chavel

[4]. We conclude the present section with some remarks pertaining to domain per-

turbations in Riemannian manifolds.

Let M be an oriented,n-dimensional, connected C" Riemannian manifold with

Riemannian metric <, >TpM on each tangent space Mp to M at p. If (U, x1,..., x,)

is a local coordinate system at p and 01, ... , On denote the corresponding coordinate

vector fields, then we will write gjk(q) =< jl q, 0klq >TqM, q E U, for the entries of

the Riemannian metric in this coordinate system. The inverse of the matrix (gjk(q))

will be denoted by (gjk(q)).

Write X(M) for the set of smooth vector fields on M. Then DzY EX(M) will

signify the Levi-Civita connection on M applied to the vector fields Z, Y EX(M).

I



We have, locally,

DzY = E(Z(yk)+ i ziYj)J k
k i,j

for vector fields = E ziai and Y = E y8ii, wherein the IF E

Christoffel sym ols defined by setting Dj i = E P•aOk. We have

(2.1)

C"(U) are the

1
k= 2 E(Odigjm + Ojgmi - amgij)gmk
23j 2 - M

(2.2)

Since it is clear frqm (3.1) that DzY(p) only depends on the value Z(p) of Z at p we

will sometimes re lace the vector field Z by vectors w G TPM.

We denote by - the covariant derivative (with respect to the Levi-Civita

connection) of the vector field V along the differentiable curve y : [a, b] -+ M. Its

local expression is given by

DV dv
dt k dt

(2.3)

wherein V(t) = V(-y(t)) = Ek vk(t)&klI(t), t E [a, b].

Given a function f E C'(M), we define its gradient to be the unique vector field

Vf on M for which

(Vf(p), 0) = V(f) (2.4)

for all ( E TM. !n local coordinates this becomes

Vf = Ek, (9kl1af)Ok. (2.5)

The divergence of a vector field Y, denoted div Y, is the real-valued function on M

given by

(div Y)(p) = trace(Z •- DzY). (2.6)

The Laplacian of a function f E CO(M) is the smooth function

Af = divVf.

It is a simple matter to show that

1
I2 A(U= U12 + uAu,2

(2.7)

(2.8)

•dx dpi ak+ .. V- dt j
zj



wherein, on M, IV

Finally, we defi

be the symmetric 1

ul2 -< Vu, Vu >.

ne the Hessian, V2 f(p), at p E M of a function f E COO(M) to

,ilinear form on TpM given by

V2 f(p) (Y(p), w) =< Dy(V f ) (p), w >TpM,

for all Y cX(M) and wE TpM. It is not difficult to show - and in any case is

well-known - that

Af = trace V2 f. (2.9)

Now let n be an oriented, compact, connected, smooth submanifold of M of

dimension n with (n - 1)-dimensional boundary k0? and open interior Q. The Rie-

mannian metrics •ssociated to these submanifolds will be those induced from that on

M. To avoid confusion, we will in general sub- or superscript the operators defined

above with our no ation for the manifold on which we wish them to be considered, as

in "DanY" for th¶ Levi-Civita connection with respect to 0Q applied to the vector

fields Z and Y. However, absence of such a subscript will always indicate that the

subscript "M" is

We write v(p)

Proposition

vector field whose

(Dj

Rather similarly,

Proof. To prove

ered as a member

and (U, x, ... , xn-

implied.

for the outward unit normal vector field to d0 at p E Q2.

2.1. Let p E •Q and w E T,(O2) and assume that Y c X(M) is a

restriction Y to 8Q0 is a member of X(aQ). Then

TY)(p) = (DO Y)(p)+ < (DMfY)(p), v(p) >TM v(p). (2.10)

for fE COO(n),

7Mf(P) = Van(f lO)(P)+ < VMf (p), v(p) > v(p). (2.11)

2.10) one selects a coordinate system (U, xl, ..., xn) about p consid-

of M but adapted to dQ so that

Un 0Q = {q E Ulxn(q) = 0},

1) is a coordinate system about p considered as a member of 80.

By a linear-chan e-of-coordinates if necessary, this coordin s

I



Now write w :

have vil(U n aQ) :

(DM!

wherein the secor

from (2.2) since g,

for k = 1, ... , n - :

Equation (2.11

The normal (

on aQ. For future

Snl wiOiP, Y = E i=L, 1 i, and Y = Ei=l yiOi (Of course we

= yi.) and consider that (2.1) implies that

n n

7)(p) = [w(k+ E iyj(p) YkM ij(p)]Oklp
k=1 i,j=1

n-1 n-1

= L =(yk) + Z Wiyj(p•]k ij(p)j]lp
k=1 i,j=1

n

+ [w(Vn)+ Z yj()pn)r ,j()]0•j
i,j=1

n-1 n-1

k= [w(yk) + (E wiyjrkij(P))]k=P
k= ij=1
, . n M/' __ . __ / _. _ \

+< " w (p), v(p) >TPM V(p)

= (DanY)(p)+ < (DfM)(p),v(p) >TM v(p),

d equality follows because wn = Yn(p) = 0 and the third follows

k(p) =< v(p), Ok p >TM = 0 for all k 1, ..., n-1 so that gnk(p) = 0

as well.

) is proved in analogous fashion using (2.5). O

[erivative of a function f E COO(Q) is the smooth function

Of
=< ViMf, V >TMO9

reference we state the Riemannian Green's formulas

[hAf + < h, Vf >]dV = h OfdAQ~o a a (2.12)

and
Of A (2.13)f[hAf - f Ah]dV = j[h, - f ]dA, (2.13)

for h, f E COO(n , where of course dV denotes n-dimensional Riemannian volume

measure in M and dA denotes (n - 1)-dimensional Riemannian volume ("area") mea-

sure on OQ (inhe ited from M).

A perturbation of a = Ro is a family {(,} of oriented, compact, connected,

n-dimensional, smooth, submanifolds (of M) with boundary, parametrized by E E

(-Eo, Eo) with co O0, to which is associated a smooth real-valued function T defined



on (-Eo,6 o) x M s

(i)

(ii)

The function T(.,

The outward t

v(p) - v(0, p), an(

Next we definE

smooth real-value(

The following pro]

Proposition

a smooth curve "

T(E, p(E)) = 0 for

Proof. Let p E

p satisfying ,,lp =

wherein x - 1 denc

each e E (-6o, co), d•, is the zero set of the function T(e, ()

MJ(E, p) > 0 for allp E aQ, E E (-C0, 0o)-

) we call the defining function of the perturbation.

nit normal vector field to dO, at p will be denoted v(, p) with

naturally we have

(2.14)(, p) = VM(,
IVM'I'(E,p)I

the normal variation of the perturbation ({Q,}, T) to be the

I function v defined on a neighborhood of O2Q given by

v(p) •(,p) (2.15)
S- MI(O, P)i

)osition provides the reason behind this terminology.

2.2. For each p C •Q there is an Eo > 0 to which is associated

: (-co, co) -- M for which yp(O) = p, yjp(O) =v(p)v(p), and

allE E (-co, 6o).
092 and recall the adapted coordinate system (U, xl, ... , xn) about

v(p) from the proof of Proposition 2.1. Write

(tes the inverse of the coordinate chart x. Since)),

tes the inverse of the coordinate chart x. Since

OX (0, X l(p), ... , Xl-(p),0) = < VM4(O,p),v(p) >

-= VMXF(O,p)l > 0,

we may apply the Implicit Function Theorem to the equation

This gives a mapI

(2.16)

ýing

(E, q) F- t(E, q)

I

/ch that



defined on (-co, e

for E E (-0o, C0).

So simply defi

It is of course imi

wherein c,
=d(xn

d,
Finally we sin

and solve for c, t,

2.2 State

Let ({f,}, F) be

parametrized fari

It is a classical r(

set of eigenvalues

x (U n 0Q), with co > 0, satisfying

(E, x-'(x1 (p), ..., Z (p), t(E, p))) = 0

p( W) = x-1 (x(p), ..., xn-(p), t(E, p)).

(2.17)

(2.18)

iediate that Ti(, -yp(E)) = 0 for all E E (-co, co). Moreover,

7,(0)
i=l 1

_= •o P)1,i00np
de

= cV(p),

"' IE=o0-
ply differentiate (2.17)

0 = o ,((e, y=(E))) =,=

= o'(0, p) + c < VM (0, p), v(p) >.

conclude that c, =v(p). E

ment and Proof of the Formula

a perturbation of the smooth submanifold 2 C M. Consider the

ly of Neumann eigenvalue problems

Au(, -) + A(E)u(c, .)
u(, .)

aO(E, .)

= 0on Q,

= 0 on OQ,

(2.19)

(2.20)

ult that there corresponds to the problem (2.19)-(2.20) a discrete

0 = Ao0() < A1(E) < A2(6)...

.e



and that the corre

u(e, .) will always 1

Now let {u(e, -.

corresponding to tI

words, we assume

(2.19)-(2.20) on ti

derivative of the r,

Thus, setting u =

normal variation

the following theo-

Theorem 2.3

the Laplacian is g

;ponding eigenfunctions u(E, -) lie in C'(K!). The eigenfunctions

)e assumed to be normalized so that fo lu(e, -)12 dV = 1.

} be a smooth one-parameter family of normalized eigenfunctions

e problem (2.19)-(2.20) with associated eigenvalues A(E). In other

that we have u(-, ) E C'(Rx M) and that each u(e, -) satisfies

e domain Q,. It follows from equation (2.19) that the ordinary

al-valued function e '-+ A(c) must exist and so may be calculated.

u(O, -) and A = A(O) and recalling that by v(p) we denote the

t p E •Q of our given perturbation (see (2.15)), our goal is to prove

,em.

The formula for the first variation of the Neumann eigenvalues of

ven by

A'(0) - I (I• 2 - Au2)v dA. (2.21)

Example 2.4 We remark here that we can actually verify this formula numeri-

cally when, for ex mple, Q is the unit disk D = D(1) in the plane, perturbed in the

normal direction ;o S' with constant magnitude e so that •, = D(1 + E) is the disk

of radius 1 + E ce tered at the origin. In this case we have v- 1 all the way around

the unit circle. LD

be designated by

/27r 1+

4tting the first zero of the derivative of the first Bessel function J1

Lhe letter k, we calculate that

(-( -•r)(cos 2O)r dr dO = os2 dO J( -- r)r dr
JO JO 1 J0 Jo 1+J

_ (1- + E) 2 k
S k 2  1 J2(t)tdt

= (r(1 + E)2(k 2  12(k)),

employing the formula 2[t 2 (j) 2(t) + (t2  1)J12(t)] = tJU2 (t) which follows from

Bessel's differenti d equation. Thus a normalized eigenfunction of the Laplacian on

D(1 + E) is given in polar coordinates by

u(, r, ) = (2.22)VkJI( k T)COSO
J1 (k) (1 + e) vw (k2 - 1)

18



and these eigenfunctions clearly form a smooth one-parameter family. Now for each

c near 0, the eigenfunction u(c, r, 0) corresponds to the Neumann eigenvalue A(E) =

(1+,)2 on D(1 + E). Hence

A'(O) = -2k2. (2.23)

Meanwhile,

j 2k2  27r

s(VsI2 - 2) dA = 7rj2()(2 - 1) fo (J)(k) - k2J2(k)cOS29)dO
= -2k 2  

27r Cos2OdO

-2k 2, (2.24)

giving (2.21) for this special case.

The Proof of Theorem 2.3. We begin by differentiating (2.19) with respect to

E, obtaining

zXu(0, -) + A0,u(0,) = -A'(0)u(0, -), (2.25)

valid on Q. To find boundary conditions corresponding to (2.25), we fix p E •2 and

differentiate the Neumann conditions (2.20) with respect to E:

0 = o Vo(f,-())) 10
0 o(< VMU(E, -Yp()), c(, Yp(E)) >TP(,)M)IE=O

D
S< -(VMu(E, Yp(E))) I=o, v(0, p) >TPM

+ < VMu(O,p), p v( YE p(E)) I,= >TPM, (2.26)

wherein y7p is the curve introduced in Proposition 2.2.

Let's first consider the leading term on the right. To simplify our calculations, we

fix a Riemannian normal coordinate system (U, xl, ..., x,) about p on a neighborhood

U with respect to the ambient manifold M. Recall that, with respect to such a

coordinate system, the Riemannian metric (gij) (as well as its inverse (gij)) is the

identity to first order at p so that all Christoffel symbols vanish at p. Using the local

expression (2.3), we find that

D d
d- ((VMU(e, -)) (Yp())) IE=o = (((VMU(E, -))k(yp(E))) I=o01k p. (2.27)

k



wherein VMU(E, q) = E•=1 (VMu(E, q))kdk q. But, for all k = 1, ..., n,

d ((V1U(E, ))k(-Yp())) E = (VM.EU(0, p))k

+ < VM((VMU(O, .))k)(p), '(0) >TpM

Ok&,u(O,p) + y'y(0)((VMu(0, .))k)

= (V M EU)k(O, p)

+ (D(v(p)v(p)) (VMu(O, .)))k(p), (2.28)

citing Proposition 2.2 and the local formula (2.1). Thus

< D (VMu(E (E)))I=,v(O, p) >TpM < VMU(O, p),(p) >TPM

+ v(p)V2MU(V(p), v(p)). (2.29)

Still working within our normal coordinate system, we analyze the second term

in (2.26) by writing

D D VMsI( . , yp('))
< Vu(o,p),-ev(~,,(p())I=o >TM = < Vu(O,p), V-.!(, )) I )=o >TM

" d Ok( , 7p())= < VM (O,p), + )I E=ok•p >TM
k=1 JVM7=l

< VMu(0, p), I
IVM''(Op)I

S+ (ak (', Yp(')))E=08ok p >TM
k

( since Neumann conditions are satisfied )

< VMU(O,p), I -,E P kIE(0, p)OkIp
IVMJ(O, p)i k

+ Zv(p)vj(p)ajOkI (0 ,p) 0 k p >TM
IVM'IF(Op)I j,k

( wherein v(p) = •v(p)OijI )

1
= <VMu(O,p), 1VI'(OP)I ((VMDO4)(O,p))

1
+ ,WE(Op)VVM( ))(P) >TM

IVg(07, -)I
= - < VMu(p), VMv(p) >TM

= - < Vanu(p), Vanv(p) >T(anO), (2.30)

m



wherein the last equality is verified using (2.11) and the Neumann boundary condition.

Combining the sets of equations (2.26),(2.29), and (2.30) we find that the bound-

ary condition on OQ at p corresponding to (2.25) is

a(o•(o, ())-~p(p =< Vanu(p), Vanv(p) >Tp() -v(p)V/2u(p)(v(p), V(p)) (2.31)

Next we multiply (2.25) by the eigenfunction u itself, obtaining

uAOu(O, .) + AuOau(, .) = -A'(0)u 2 . (2.32)

Similarly, we multiply

Au + Au = 0

by Oau(O, -) to get

Ou(0, .)Au + AOau(0, -)u = 0. (2.33)

Now we subtract (2.32) from (2.33), integrate over Q, and apply the Green's

formula (2.13):

A'(0) = A'(O) u2dV

= j(8u(0, .)Au- uA(Oiu(O, .)))dV

( Ou O(Ocu(0, ))
= ,I°3 ,u(°,"O)- -n o dA

I _9V v(0,1)
- uO(O u(0, ))dA (2.34)

aI av(0, -.)

Upon inserting our perturbed boundary condition (2.31) and then applying (2.12),

with the boundaryless submanifold 0Q in place of Q, followed by (2.8) this becomes

A'(0) = j(uvV2MU(, ) - u < V u, Vanv >)dA

= (uV(,u7(V, + u2)))v dA

= (u 2 + uZa8u)vdA. (2.35)

Letting tl, ..., tn-1 denote tangent vectors comprising an orthonormal basis for

T,(Oa) for any fixed p e 0Q, we obtain, invoking (2.9), that

oanu(p) = trace(V nu(p))



V2aQu(p)(tk, tk)
n-1

k=l

n-1

k=< Da(
k=1

(2.36)

But, notice that (2.11) and our Neumann boundary conditions imply that Vanu

is the restriction to 0Q of the vector field VMU defined on M. Thus appealing to

(2.10) we find that

Aanu(p)
n-1

= Z < DL(VMu)(p)- < DM(VMu)(p),
k=1

n-1

= , M< Dm(VMu)(p),tk >TpM
k=1
n-i

= ZVMu(p)(tk,tk).
k=1

Therefore, for all p E O2,

nanu(p) + V~u(p)(v(p), v(p))

= AMU(p).

Consequently, inserting (2.38) into (2.35), we find that

A '(0)

+ Vu(p)(V(p), v (p))

(2.38)

= n( 1Vanu2 + UAMU)v dA

= o( Vau|2 Au 2)vdA,

thereby confirming the validity of our formula. O

2.3 Some Remarks Regarding the Nonsmooth Case

Let Q2 CR" be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Anticipating some methods and ter-

minology from Chapter 3, consider the weak Neumann eigenvalue problem for the

Laplacian:

Ak UkvdV = S< Vk, Vv > dV

for all v E L (Q). Lax-Milgram methods (and the Elliptic Regularity Theorem) imply

there exists a unique solution uk E L (Q) n CO(Q) for all k = 0, 1 2, .... Since we canL~lt~l: t~133 uiiyu Dvu~iii~k ulJolI i \o/ vi wiiru I

(2.37)

(2.39)

1 _~_I _ _ ___

anu)(p), tk >Tp(8a)

V(p) >,M V(p), tk >TM

n-1



also view Uk as the solution to the weak inhomogeneous Neumann problem with data

-AkUk, we have

Uk = U + (U N) I, (2.40)

which is exactly the decomposition we use in Chapter 3 to solve the generalized

inhomogeneous Neumann problem. Here, i E L2 (Rn) denotes the function whose

restriction to Q is -AkUk but which is identically 0 outside Q, and (ii * NI) E L (Q)

denotes the restiction to Q of the convolution of ii with the Newtonian potential N

on R". The function u is the solution to the homogeneous problem

Au = 0 on Q (2.41)

du 8(u * N)u - on Q, (2.42)On an

wherein by O(Ii*N) we mean, appealing to the Trace Theorem (Theorem 3.7), the

function <TrV(it * N ), n >E L 2(aQ). Also, we may assume that boundary values

in (2.41)-(2.42) are attained nontangentially (see section 3.3).

Availing ourselves of a theorem of Jerison-Kenig [13], we know immediately that

TrVu e L2(aQ), which means that TrVuk =TrVu+TrV((i. * N)IQ) E L2( (Q) as

well, so that the analogue for bounded Lipschitz domains of the eigenvalue variation

in (2.21) is well-defined. (For this case, the counterpart to the normal variation v

will be an L (OQ) function.) Therefore, we conclude that we may expect a similar

variational formula even in this nonsmooth setting.

7



Chapter 3

Estimates for the Inhomogeneous

Neumann Problem in Lipschitz

Domains

3.1 Statement of the Estimates

Our objective in this chapter will be to establish existence and uniqueness of the

solution to the inhomogeneous Neumann problem

Aw = F on Q (3.1)

Ow = 0 on aQ (3.2)
On

on a bounded (connected) Lipschitz domain Q in Rn with data in Sobolev spaces.

As discussed in the Introduction, the most general statement of our theorem will

require us to interpret this boundary value problem in some suitably weak form,

involving a rather flexible integration-by-parts formula. To obtain this formulation,

we will require two background theorems, one due to Stein and the other to Strichartz,

that will enable us to pass from function spaces defined on the domain Q2 to function

spaces on Rn and back again. But first, we present some essential definitions.

Let 1 < p < oc and -oo < a < oc. We define the Sobolev (potential) space



LP-=LP (R") to be the collection of all tempered distributions f on R n for which

((1 + |12)/2)•f/ = (3.3)

for some g E LP = LP (Rn), where, of course, the circumflex operator above denotes

Fourier transformation of tempered distributions. We impose a norm on this space

by setting

11 f IIP = I L9 LP . (3.4)

We remark here that it is well-known that the dual space of LP is the space LI_,-

where 1/p + 1/q = 1. Now let RQf denote the restriction of a function f on Rn to

For 1 < p < oo00 and a > 0 we define the Sobolev space on f0 with indices p

and a as LP,((Q) = RnLP with the standard quotient norm

|If lL(nQ) = inf{llgll I Rpg = f} (3.5)

We may now introduce the familiar extension operator of Stein [17].

Theorem 3.1.For any bounded Lipschitz domain Q, there is a bounded linear

extension operator EQ mapping LP (Q) into LP(R n ) simultaneously for all nonnegative

integers k and every p,1 < p < oc.

By complex interpolation we have (See [12])

Proposition 3.2. The map EQ extends to a bounded linear operator mapping

LP, () into LP, simultaneously for all a > 0 and all p with 1 < p < 00.

Remark 3.3.Notice that RQ LP, - Lg(Q(t) induces a bounded linear map R* :

(LP, (Q))* -+ Lc between corresponding dual spaces via

(R*F)(g) = F(Rn(g))

for g E LP. Similarly, EQ LP,(Q) -+ LP induces a bounded linear map E* : LQ -q

(Lp (Q))*. Since RQ o EQ = Id, we have EQ o R* = Id as well.

Using a well-known characterization of LP due to Strichartz (see Theorem 3.4 of

Jerison and Kenig [12]), it is possible to establish the veracity of a certain boundedness

property of the truncation operator XQ which operates on functions f defined on Rnby

setting (xQf)(x) = f(x) for x E Q and (Xnf)(x) = 0 for x ERn\Q.



Proposition 3.4.Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Suppose that 1 < p < oo

and 0 < a < 1/p. Then

l fllL < Ci cIfllL . (3.6)

For the proof, see [12], Proposition 3.5.

Of course the dualized statement also holds and will be very useful.

Corollary 3.5. Assume that 1 < p < o00 and that -1/q < a e 0. Then, for

f LE ,

IIXnflLP <- CliflLLP. (3.7)

It is proven first for elements of Co(R n ) and then extended to all of LP via density.

We are now ready to describe precisely the sense in which the Neumann problem

will be solved. Suppose that 1 < p < co, < a < 1+1, and Fe (L2 )),p p

wherein by definition

(L-q_(Q))* = I{F e (L _-(Q))*I F(1) = 0}.

Then a function w E LP~(c) satisfies the generalized inhomogeneous Neumann

problem NP(p, a, F) with data F if

F(v) = - < V (EQ (w)), V(En (v)) > (3.8)

for all v E L_(a ) -

The standard definitions of elementary distribution theory show that whenever

we have w e LP(Q) 1 < p < oo, and v E L(Q) the right-hand side of (3.8) may

be written simply as fq < Vw, Vv > dV. This implies, by density and continuity,

that the bilinear form on the right-hand side in (3.8) is independent of the particular

extension operators used as long as they share with Stein's the boundedness properties

expressed in Prop. 3.2.

We present, at last, the principal result of this chapter.

Theorem 3.6. Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn, n > 3, and let 1 <

p, q < 0c satisfy 1/p + 1/q = 1. There is E, O < e < 1, depending only on the



Lipschitz constant of Q, such that, for every F E (L(q_-())t±, there exists a solution

w E LP(Q) to the generalized inhomogeneous Neumann problem NP(p, a, F), provided

one of the following holds:

1 1
(a) Po < P < p and - < a < 1 + -

p p
1

(b) 1 < p _ poand 3/p- 1 -e < a < 1 +-
p

1
(c) p'o < p < o and - <a< 3/p + ep

wherein 1/po = 1/2 + e/2 and 1/p'o = 1/2 - E/2. Moreover, for all F E (L2_a(C))l ,

we have the estimate
IMwl i•(Q)-- CjFj (L/_,(2)) . (3.9)

Finally, modulo constants, this solution w is unique.

As remarked in the Introduction, the range for a and p for which this theo-

rem holds is best understood as the open hexagon in (a, l/p) space with vertices

(0, 0), (l/po, I/po), (2 - e, 1), (2, 1), (2 - 1/po, 1/p'), and (c, 0).

3.2 Boundary Function Spaces and Estimates for

the Dirichlet Problem

Recall the general strategy for proving this theorem discussed in the Introduction.

The key (classical) idea introduced there was to obtain the solution to our inhomo-

geneous Neumann problem by reduction to a corresponding homogeneous Dirichlet

problem through inversion of the Calder6n operator. Consequently, in this section

we introduce the boundary function spaces we will require, review some known re-

sults pertaining to the homogeneous Dirichlet problem, and recall the statement of

the related Trace Theorem; treatment of the inverse Calder6n Operator, however, is

deferred until section 3.3.

Let 1 < p < c0 and suppose that 0 < a < 1. We define the Besov space

BP = B (R") to be the space of all functions f in LP such that the norm



ifHLP + (JRf If(x + t) - f(x) |p ' dt) 1/p

R. Itn+pa

is finite. For p = oo we decree that BI will denote the familiar H6lder spaces with

exponent a; thus f C B' if

If(x) - f(y)I < C| x- yl ,

for all x, y cRn.

Consider a region Q above the graph of a Lipschitz function 4. For 0 < s <

1, 1 < p K oc define the boundary Besov space BP (0Q) as the space of functions

f(x, (x)) = g(x), where g E BP(Rn- 1). To extend this to boundaries 0Q of all

bounded Lipschitz domains, let {Bj = B(Pj, r)Ij = 1, 2, ..., M} be a covering of 0R

by balls as in the definition of a Lipschitz domain and let 7rj E Co'(Rn) be such that

supp77jC Bj, 0 < 77j < 1, and Cj qj = 1 on 0Q. Let qj be an isometry of R n such

that

S Q(Bj n ) = { (x',7xn) xI > (x'), I(x', xn) I< r}. (3.10)

Denote by C"(a8Q) the set of functions on 0Q that are restrictions to 0Q of functions

in C"(Rn). Define BP(OQ) as the completion of C"(•Q) with respect to the norm

M

I llB(aoQ) = EZ I(g) (01-, Hj('))l|, gE C"(aQ). (3.11)
j=1

The negative space BPs (f0),1 < p < 00c, 0 < s < 1, is defined as the dual space

BP_,s(a) = (BQ(OQ))*

under the pairing

<g,f >= j gf da, f E Bq(Oa), g E LP(OQ).

In other words the norm is

IllsBP•s(On) = sup{i ngff dol f fE Bs(0), If IBa(on) < 1}



for g e LP(OQ). An equivalent norm is

M

Il9llsB(anQ) = E II(%g)(q;i(7, (')) 1 + 1V4'J(')2IIBP , (3.12)
j=1

(Note: The observation that Lipschitz hypersurface density is included as a weight

factor in the equivalent definition (3.12) of the norm for the negative Besov spaces

but is absent from the definition of the norm (3.11) for the positive Besov spaces

will be of critical importance within the proofs of Theorems 3.20 and 3.22. Another

way of saying the same thing is that if 0Q is the boundary of a domain above a

Lipschitz graph 4 on R"- 1 then the analogous definitions in this case for the boundary

Besov spaces imply that if g E B(a(Q), s > 0, then g G BP as well, whereas if

g E BP,(Q), s > 0, then we have instead gw e BP,, where w = 1 + IVI 2 is

Lipschitz hypersurface density. Similar observations hold for the boundary Sobolev

spaces which we are about to define, and they will also be of crucial importance.)

For 1 < p < oo, 0 < s < 1, the boundary Sobolev space Ls(OQ) is defined as

the completion of C "(iQ) with respect to the norm

M

IIglIL(aQ-) = II(7iJg)(0( , H)Ij('))l LP, 7 Cg ( o ).
j=1

The dual space LP, (aQ),1 < p < 00, O < s < 1, is defined via

LEp (OQ) = (Lq(a0))*

under the pairing

< g, f >=J gf d, f E L(OQ0), g E LP(Oi).

In other words the norm is

lIg911(aQ8) = sup{ n gfdra ll f e L (OQ), Ifl -) • 1}

for g E LP(iQ). Once again an equivalent norm is

M

I9glLP '(oa) = E II(?1jg)(07( ", j0(')) 1 + IV 0J()IIILP,
j=1



It will in addition be relevant later on that H6lder's inequality implies that LP(&0Q)

acts on B Q,(0Q), -1 < s < 0, via integration:

g a-+ f gda, g Bq (0a ),

and thus LP(09Q) is naturally embedded in BP(OQ) for this range of s.

Since we are interested in the solution to the Neumann problem we will certainly

also want to consider mean-value-0 versions of these boundary function spaces. Recall

that any f E BP (•Q),1 < p < 00, -1 < s < 1, s # 0, acts on the real line either

via integration over 0Q (i.e., < f, r >= fan rf du for all real numbers r) if s > 0

or by virtue of the identification of BP (;Q) as a space of linear functionals on an

appropriate function space if s < 0. Thus we set

BP(aO)l. = {f e BP(OQ)I f(1) = 0}, (3.13)

and similarly for the boundary Sobolev spaces for the ranges for which they have

been defined.

We remark that if .F C Ll(oQ) is a dense subset of some space B?(O8Q) (resp.

LP(0Q)) then F1 - {f - J fS f dalf Ce T} is a dense subset of BP(80),I (resp.

LP (aQ)1.). One easily shows this by using the fact that LP (0Q)-convergence implies

Ll (0Q)-convergence (in the case for which s > 0) or that norm convergence implies

weak-* convergence (in the case for which s < 0).

Theorem 3.7(Trace Theorem for Lipschitz Domains). Let 1 < p < oo

and suppose that 1/p < a < 1 + 1/p and s = a - l/p, then the mapping Tr, initially

defined on C' (n) as the restriction to O0Q, extends to a bounded linear operator from

L ,(Q) to BP(OQ).
Theorem 3.7 follows easily from a special case of a theorem due to Jonsson and

Wallin [14], Theorem 1, p. 1 8 2 (also see [12]). Now let's review the estimates for the

homogeneous Dirichlet problem.

Theorem 3.8. Consider e such that 0 < e < 1. Define po and p'o by 1/po =

(1 + e)/2 and l/p' = (1 - e)/2. Let s and p be numbers satisfying one of the following:

(a) Po < p < p'oand O < s <1



(b) 1 < p _ po and 2/p- 1 -e < s < 1

(c) po < p < oo and 0 < s < 2/p + e.

Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R" for some n > 3. There exists e

depending only on the Lipschitz constant of Q such that for every g E BP(aQ) there

exists a unique harmonic function u such that Tr u=g and u E LP+u11p(Q). Moreover,

|IuLP(Q) CllllB (a8). (3.14)

For the proof we refer the reader to Jerison-Kenig[12].

3.3 Estimates for the Inverse Calder6n Operator

Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain and suppose that Q E 9(9. We define the

(interior)nontangential cone Fr(Q) for a > 0 via

JF(Q) = {X E QjX - Qj < (1 + a)dist(X, OQ)}.

If u is a function on a0 we may define its nontangential maximal function M(u)

by setting

M(u)(Q) = sup{lu(P) IP E l(Q)}.

We say that u has a nontangential limit at Q E aQ if there is a finite, well-defined

limit (which we will call) u(Q) as P -+ Q from within F1(Q) for all a > 0.

Next recall the classical method of layer potentials to solve Laplace's equation

with Neumann boundary conditions. Given g E L (OD), its single layer potential

(SLP) is the function defined via

-1 g (Q)Sg(X) = w(n 2)f X (Q -2 da(Q), (3.15)

where wn is the surface area of the unit sphere in R". We will occasionally write

N(X, Q) for the kernel IX - QI2-n - which is the Newtonian potential. The integral

in (4.15) is in general pointwise well-defined on all of Rn"\,Q and well-defined a.e. do

on aQ in the sense that it converges absolutely a.e. da(since the singularity present is



locally integrable). Moreover, differentiating twice under the integral ensures that Sg

is harmonic on Rn\OQ. In addition, recalling the definition of a bounded Lipschitz

domain, let {Bj = B(P, r)jj = 1,2,...,M} be a covering of 0Q by balls and let

77j E Co'C(R") be such that supp7 jC Bj, 0 < rj < 1, and Ejrlj = 1 on 0Q. It will

be helpful to know later on that, letting g be a given function on 0Q to which is

associated some fixed j E {1, ..., M} with 7j - 1 on suppg,

L j j/1 + |V' (x')| 2

Sg(X) = c'1 + n-2g (x')d (3.16)
n(0j(suppg)) [Ix'- Z' •2 + Ij() - y12] 2

where j (X) = (z', y), g(x') = g (q -(x', j (x'))), dx' denotes Lebesgue measure on

Rn - , and c, represents the constant factor to the right of the equality sign in (3.15).

Of course, since we are interested in the inverse of the Calderon operator, we will

be interested in both the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary values of these single layer

potentials.

To bring the Neumann boundary values into consideration, define operators

K f (P) = --- j - Q > f(Q)da(Q) (3.17)
un I)EaIn P-Q E I) P - Q n

for f E Li(a0),c > 0, and set

K*f(P) = p.v. < - ,n(P) >f(Q)d(Q)
wn an IP-f QI

= lim,,oK*f (P), (3.18)

(wherein n(P) denotes the outward unit normal vector to O• defined a.e. da on any

Lipschitz domain) whenever f E Li(Oi) is such that the limit in (3.18) converges for

a.e. da P E •Q. Also write

T = I - K*. (3.19)
2

See [5] or [16] for more information on the operators (3.17)-(3.19).

In 1987 Dahlberg and Kenig (See [5],Theorems 4.17 and 4.18 as well as equations

(1.1) and (1.2)) extended an L2 result of Verchota's [20] by establishing the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.9. Let Q C R" be a bounded Lipschitz domain whose complement

is connected. Then there is e = e(Q) > 0 such that, whenever 1 < p < 2 + 6, T is



an invertible mapping from LP(OQ)I± onto LP(OQ)I±, and S is an invertible mapping

from LP(aQ) onto L (aQ).

Moreover given f E LP(OQ)l± with 1 < p < 2 + 6 and writing u = ST-lf,i.e.,

u(X) = I - Q 2-n( 2 - K*)-l(f)(Q)da(Q), (3.20)
wn(n - 2) Q 2

it follows that u is the unique (modulo constants) harmonic function on Q such that the

nontangential maximal function M(Vu) is bounded in LP(Oa) and Ou= f nontangen-

tially a.e. on 80 in the sense that < Vu(X), n(Q) >--+ f as X -+ Q nontangentially

for a.e. Q e On. Finally, we have

IIM(Vu)IILP(an) CIfllL J(an) (3.21)

for all f E LP(OQ)i±.

Remark 3.10. From (3.21) and the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus we have

that the maximal function M(u) on 0Q is also bounded in LP.

To determine the Dirichlet boundary values of our single layer potentials (see

Proposition 3.12) we first prove a requisite lemma.

Lemma 3.11. Let g E LP(OQ), 1 < p < oo. Then

Sg(X) -+ Sg(Q) as X -+ Q

nontangentially, for a.e. Q E OQ.

Proof. Given Q, Q' E OQ, we have

IIX - Q'I2- n - IQ - Q'12-nl < CIX - Q11/21Q - Q/1(3/2)- n

for all X e Fo(Q), some fixed nontangential cone at Q. Hence

ISg(X) - Sg(Q) < CIx - Q 1/2(3/2)-n I(Q') d (Q)

Write

M(Q) = Q - Q'13/2-nlg(Q)ld(Q'I )

Then the generalized Young's inequality implies that, since g E LP(OQ), M(Q) E

LP(8Q) as well. Thus M(Q) < oc for a.e. da Q E OQ. We conclude that

ISg(X) - Sg(Q)I < CIX - Q1/12M(Q) -+ 0



at every point at which M(Q) < oc, and this readily implies the Lemma. Ol

Proposition 3.12. Let 1 < p < 2 + 6. Then, given f E L(,Q)1 ±, we have that

u(X) = ST- 1f(X) -+ ST- 1 f(Q) as X -+ Q nontangentially from within Q for a.e.

QcO aQ.

Proof. Take g = T- 1f E LP(0Q) and apply Lemma 3.11. 1O

Now for 1 < p < 2 + 6 define the inverse Calder6n or Neumann to Dirichlet

operator T : LP(aQ)I- -+ L((•Q) by setting

T(f) = (ST-'(f))laQ (3.22)

for f E LP(O•) 1±. Then Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 3.12 imply a corollary

Corollary 3.13. Given f c LP(&Q2)I±, 1 < p < 2 + 6, we have the bound

IlTfllL(Oa) < CllILP(Oa) (3.23)

In addition, the harmonic function u = ST- 1 f has nontangential Neumann boundary

data f and nontangential Dirichlet boundary data T(f) = (ST-1 f) IQ.

Theorem 3.9 tells us that the function u has certain nontangential Neumann

boundary values but we are, of course, also interested in weaker solution properties as

well. To obtain these we use a version of Green's formulas on Lipschitz domains. (In

the next section we will employ a very related formula directly within the proof of

Theorem 3.6.) For a more general statement of the following lemma and direction to

its proof, see Grisvard [11], Theorem 1.5.3.1, p. 5 2 .

Lemma 3.14.Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain, and assume that 0o, q1 E

C" (). Then

in 0A1o dV = - < V0, V > dV +  o <V , n > d,

where N is the outer unit normal vector field defined a.e. on 0Q.

Theorem 3.15. Suppose that 1 < p < 2 + 6. Assume that f E L(OQ0) 1± and

let u = ST-if be its single layer potential considered as a function on Q. Then

u E L (Q) and

a f Trvdr = < Vu, Vv > dV, (3.24)



for all v E Lq(Q).

Proof.That ulI e LP(Q) for any subdomain Q with Q Cinterior(Q) is of course

immediate since u is harmonic. That ul(Q\Q) E LP(Q\O) follows from Remark 3.10

employing a method quite similar to the one we are about to use to prove (3.24)

(but significantly simpler). Thus u E LP(Q). Similarly, using (3.21), we have that

Vu E LP(Q) so that u E LP(Q).

By density and continuity we need only establish (3.24) for v E C'00 (). The idea is

to find a sequence of subdomains QK, K = 1, 2, ... of Q for which -K Cinterior(QK+1) C

interior(Q). Since u is harmonic we will have u E C 0 (QFK) for all K. This will enable

us to apply Lemma 3.14 on each of these smaller domains. Then we only need to

prove that

fI < Vu, Vv > dV - < Vu, Vv > dV| • 1/K (3.25)
and

f o v < VU,n K > dU- vfdal < 1/K (3.26)

for all K, wherein nK is the outer unit normal vector field defined a.e. on OQK and daK

denotes surface measure on t9 QK. That (3.25) holds will follow readily from dominated

convergence as long as measure(Q\QK) -+ 0 fast enough since Vu E LP(Q) and

Vv e Lq(Q) implies that < Vu, Vv >E L 1(Q). In any case, to define the subdomains

QK, we invoke the covering of 0Q by balls {Bj = B(Pj,r) j = 1,2,...,M} as in the

definition of a Lipschitz domain and recall our isometries qj of R' which satisfy

j(Bj n Q) = {(x', xn) Ix > cj (x'), I(x', xn) I r}.

Now for E > 0 consider Lipschitz hypersurfaces EjE contained in Bj n Q of the

form

E•j = {f 1(x', Vj(x') + c) x' E Oj}, (3.27)

where O( is some open subset of 7rn o qj(Bj n •Q) C R n - , and 7r, defined on R" is

projection onto the first n - 1 coordinates. Denoting by nj, the outward unit normal

field on EjZ and by dajq surface measure on EjE and letting Ij :R"- - >R" denote the



inclusion x' -+ (x', Oj(x')), note that

Ij v< Vu, njT > dr•- -f vf do I

< f4(7x0 Bi ') + )) < ', j (X') + )), (dj)-'((Vj(x'),-1)) >
. o(B, nnI) ( ' (Vj (x'), -1)1

-v(1 (x',  ')))( f l(x'3 , j (x'))) I 1 + IVj(x') I2 x' (3.28)

(where d j denotes the orthogonal matrix corresponding to the derivative of the

isometry Oj). But, the right-hand side of (3.28) tends to 0 as E -+ 0 by dominated

convergence since the integrand on the right in (3.28) is dominated by C(M(Vu) +

If ) E L(a0Q) and < Vu, n >-+ f nontangentially a.e. du (see Theorem 3.9).

Given K it is now a simple matter to piece together a finite number of subsets of

the form Ej, to form complete boundaries OQK of (Lipschitz) subdomains QK of Q

satisfying (3.26) (and (3.25)), though we note that the values for C used may depend

on both j and K. O

Remark 3.16.Suppose that 1 < p < co, and assume that the function u E LP(Q2)

whose maximal function M(u) is bounded in LP(d~2) has nontangential Dirichlet

boundary values g in LP(Oi). Then g =Tr u a.e. da. The proof of this fact is rather

similar in spirit to that of Theorem 3.15, and so we leave the intrepid reader to pursue

the details on his own.

As its title suggests, the principal goal of this section it to state and prove a

theorem yielding estimates for the inverse Calder6n operator for a range sufficiently

large to prove Thm. 3.6. Using interpolation, the estimates (3.23) of Cor. 3.13 are

nearly all we need. However, to state the complete theorem, we will require an addi-

tional estimate, which is in the nature of an "c - improvement" over what would have

been possible with the estimates (3.23) alone. This estimate involves the Neumann

problem for data in Hardy spaces on Lipschitz hypersurfaces and will require some

preliminary definitions.

Let A(Qo, r) = {P E OQIIP - Qo < r}, and assume that r is less than diam(OQ).

Also let d = n - 1 denote the dimension of 0Q. Following Brown [1], we say that

the function a is an atom for H P'(aQ), with 1 - 6m < p' < 1 (where the subscript m



represents dependence on the Lipschitz constant m of 0Q), if for some Qo and r we

have

(i) suppa c A(Qo, r)

a(Q)da(Q) = 0

(iii) IlalIL2(a(Qo,r)) Cr-d(1/p'-1/2)

When 1 > p' > , we denote by HP' (o) the Hardy space on Z0 (with index

p') and define it as the collection

{f f = Ejaj with ElAj' I < 00}

for some sequence of atoms aj and complex numbers Aj. The quasi-norm for H' (OR)

is given by

If l"P'(an) = inf {EJJAI P' f = Ejaja}.

We also need the related space fIP' (o0) which is defined in the same way as

Hp ' ( 0Q) except that we also include as an atom the characteristic function Xan on

wQ.

The space of distributions on 89 with one Hardy space derivative, is

denoted Hp' (aQ). Once again we give a precise definition by first defining atoms.

Thus we say that A is an atom for HP (Od) if for some Qo E RQ and r > 0, we have

(i) suppA C A(Q 0, r) n i2Q

(ii) IVtanAd L2(8Q) r - d (1/ p ' - 1/ 2)

wherein the tangential derivative Vtanf is defined for smooth f in a neighborhood

B(Pj, r) n OQ of Pj = PC aQ as the vector

Of
Vtanf(P) = ( (P)

aT (
Of

, Tn, (P ))
B T, _

where

af
(P)

a
82

=Oxi(
o 1(', (('))) z=x, fori = 1, ..., n - 1, P = 7(x', (x')),

(ii) /n(Qo,r)



Just as in the case above for H P' (aQ) we now define H p (0Q) to be the lP'-span of

these atoms.

(Note: The key point of the definition for the space Hf'(0Q) is that the way in

which its atoms have been defined makes them essentially equivalent to atoms on

R n - . This observation is most easily understood when 0Q2 is the domain above a

Lipschitz graph defined on R"- 1 . Then, defining the spaces H ' (0Q) and H P' (a2)

just as we have defined them above for boundaries of bounded Lipschitz domains, the

derivatives of the resulting atoms for the space Hf' (O8) will in fact be members of

the standard euclidean Hardy space H P' (Rn-' , dx), where dx is Lebesgue measure.

In contrast HP' (0Q) is identical to the space HP'(R n -', da).)

Having set forth these definitions, we may now state an existence theorem for the

Neumann problem in Hardy spaces.

Theorem 3.17[1]Let 1 > p' > 1 - •m and suppose that f E HP'(Oi). Then the

interior Neumann problem with data f has a solution u which satisfies

Ilula&Q11g' (a) + IIM(Vu)InLP'(an) • C (llfllg(a). (3.29)

when u is normalized by u(O) = 0.

We shall also need R. Brown's corresponding uniqueness result.

Theorem 3.18[1]If 1 - 6m < p' < 1, and u satisfies

{ Au=O

M(Vu) E Lp'(OQ) 
(3.30)

with u vanishing in the HP'-sense, then u is a constant.

We will not need to know precisely what it means to "vanish in the HP'-sense" (though

of course the interested reader may find a definition for this in Brown's paper). Suffice

it to say that the condition that = 0 nontangentially a.e. on 0Q, which we will

have, will be strong enough to imply it.

Before venturing any further, let's define the positive boundary H61der space

as the dual space

Boo (aQ) = (HP'(c)(0 ))*



where a is positive but near 0 and p'(a) =- - , under the pairing

< g,f >= gf d

with f E CO(O ), fan f da = 0, and g E C"(0Q) Thus the norm is

IIsiiB(n) = sup{i gf dl I f e C(aQ), f d = , Ifl|H HH(P)(pi) 1}.

An equivalent norm is

M

IlgIBg(o) = X_ iI(%g)(4 1 (" 'Vj (')))IIB-,
j=1

The negative boundary H61der space B" 1 (d•), once again with a positive

but near 0, is defined as the dual space

Bo_(o)= (HP'() (O))*

under the pairing

< g, f >= J gfda

with f, g E C' (aQ). So the corresponding norm is

I gIB•1 (a9) = sup{ I gfd• I f E C"(aQ), If HI'(a)(oI ) < 1}

for g E C"O(OQ).An equivalent norm is

M

IIglBl._(o) = z II(mg)( ,V(,"j(.))
j=1

VT1 + Ivvj(.)lýIl oo_,,

We note that we have not yet defined the space B- (Rn-), s > 0, and do not

intend to do so, due to the technicalities involved. Instead, we refer the reader to

Definition 2, p. 4 5 of Triebel [18] for a precise definition. (We in fact define B' (R n- ')

as Triebel's B - ',(R" -1 ) space.)

(These two boundary Hblder space definitions are made possible by the corre-

sponding duality statement on RI - ':

(F,2 (R-))* = Bs+(p') (Rn-),



where -oo < s < oo, 0 < p' < 1, a(p') = (n - 1)(1 -p')/p' (see Triebel [18], Theorem

2.11.3, p. 180) and FP,,2 (R n-
1) is a Triebel-Lizorkin space on Rn-l(see the proof

of Theorem 3.20 for more information on these spaces and direction to references

for them), as well as the redefinition (3.41) of the quasi-norm for HP'(0DQ) and the

corresponding redefinition of the quasi-norm on H P' (OQ) in terms of that for the

euclidean local Hardy spaces hP = hP' (Rn-1) (see [10]):

M

IVf HHP'(ao) = I , )4(.)))/1 + IV'P)()I2 IhP,.
j=1

for f E C"(OQ2), fao f da = 0.)

The final ingredients required prior to stating our estimates for the inverse Calderon

operator are the necessary interpolation results. These we collect within Theorem

3.20, after introducing the following lemma, whose proof is routine.

Lemma 3.19(Retraction Lemma). Suppose Ai, Bi, i = 0, 1, are quasi-Banach

spaces (i.e., complete quasi-normed spaces in the sense of Triebel [18]) and assume

there exist linear operators I : Ao + A 1 -+ Bo + B 1 and P : Bo + B 1 --+ Ao + A1

such that we have bounded restrictions I : Ao -+ Bo, I : A 1 -+ B 1, P : Bo -- Ao, and

P : B 1 -+ A1 . In addition assume that for some quasi-Banach space C C A0 + A1

and some 0 E [0, 1] we have I(C) C [Bo, B1]o as well as P([Bo, B]ie) C C and that

P o I is the identity on Ao + A 1. Then

C = [Ao, Al]o. (3.31)

Theorem 3.20.Let Q be a bounded Lipschitz domain.

[LP (a),I LPl ()]o = L (10), (3.32)

where 1 < po,pl < oo, -1 < so, sl < 0 or 0 < so, sl < 1, s = (1 - 9)so + Os, and

1/p = (1 - 9)/po + O/pi.

[LP (OQ), ZLP 1 ()]o,p = BP(;09), (3.33)

wherein 1 < p < oo,-1 < so # s1 < 0 or 0 < so 0 s A 1, s = (1 - 6)so + Osl, and

1/p = (1 - O)/Po + O/p.

[BPO (•), B m (0•)]o = BP (0f), (3.34)8 1 -



whenever 1 < po,pi _ oc, -1 < so 7 s1 < 0 or 0 < so : s, < 1, s = (1 - O)so + Osi,

and 1/p = (1 - 8)/Po + O/pi.

[LPO (O•), HP' (•Q]o = LP (aQ), (3.35)

with 0 < p' < 1, 1 < po • 2, s = 8, lip = (1 - O)/po + O/p',and 0 < 0 <

1/p (1 - 1/po) (This remarkable upper bound for 0 has been chosen merely so that

p remains greater than 1.). Lastly,

[Lp Y (aQ), P' (Q) ]o = L (OQ), (3.36)

within the ranges 0 < p' < 1,1 < po • 2, s = 0 - 1, 1/p = (1 - 0)/po + O/p', and

S/ 7 < /(1 - 1/po)1/p'-1/po (1- l/p0).
The second of these interpolation results follows from the real method of interpo-

lation and the others are contained within the theory of complex interpolation.

Proof. All of these interpolation formulas follow from corresponding known for-

mulas for function spaces on R n-'. Let us illustrate this reduction to the euclidean

case by establishing (3.36). For this formula the function spaces required are con-

tained within the inhomogeneous Triebel-Lizorkin scale FQ = F•(Rn- 1 ),-oo <

a < 00, 0 < p < 00, 0 < q 5 oo, of quasi-Banach spaces. (Definitions for these spaces

may be found in Triebel [18] or [19], in Frazier-Jawerth [7], or in Frazier- Jawerth-Weiss

[8].). For these spaces we have

[Fa o'qo(Rn-1), F ql (Rn- 1 )] - F,(q ( n -l) (3.37)

wherein -oo < ao, < o 00, 0 < Po, Pl < oo00, < qo, 00,a = (1 - )ao +

Oal, l1p = (1 - 8)/po + O/p1, and 1/q = (1 - 0)/qo + O/ql, see [18]. It will certainly

be crucial to the present argument that, as is rather well-known, the Sobolev spaces

LP(R"-' ) = F, 2 (R n - ) for -oo < a < o 00and 1 < p < 00 and that the local Hardy

spaces of Goldberg [10] (see also Stein [16]) h p'(R"-~) = F, 2,(Rn-1) for 0 < p' < 1.

To prove (3.36) let {B(Pj, r)|j = 1, 2, ..., M} be a covering of 0Q by balls as in the

definition of a Lipschitz domain and let TrL E Co'(R n ) such that suppqj C B(Pj, r),

0 < rlj5  1, and Ej rj = 1 on 0Q. Let qj be an isometry of Rnsuch that

4j(B(Pj, r) n Q) = {(x', xn) )I > 'cj(x'), j(x', xu) < r}. (3.38)



Now, considering our retraction lemma, we select A1 = HP' (09Q) and Ao = LP'I (0Q)

and decree that B 1 is the space defined as the product of N copies of the space

F, (R-') = hp' (R n -1 ) and Bo is the space defined as the product of N copies of

the space Fol,2(R n - 1) = Lp I(Rn"-). If g is a measurable function on 0 we define

Ig by requiring that its jth component be given by

Ig(x')j = (jg) ( 71 (x', 4j(x')))wj(x'), (3.39)

x' ER n - 1 , wherein wj(x') = 1 + jVVj(x')12 for j = 1, ..., M is surface density mea-

sure corresponding to the Lipschitz mapping 4j.

To define the operator P we let 71j E Co(B(Pj,2r)),j = 1,..., M, be functions

satisfying V7 = 1 on B(Pj, r), and we let 7r(x', (Z ) = x' be projection on the first

n - 1 coordinates. Now define

M

P((fj))1<jN)(Q) = Tj (Q) fj(rn o 4j(Q))(wj(wrn O Oj(Q))) - 1  (3.40)
j=1

for Q E &Q and functions fj on R " - . With the operators I and P defined in this

way (3.36) follows at once from (3.37) and our retraction lemma 3.19.

Formulas (3.32), (3.33), and (3.34) follow in a similar way from known results

for Sobolev and Besov spaces on Rn-'. For all three of these formulas, when -1 <

so, sl < 0, the operators I and P are defined just as they were above for the proof of

(3.36). However, for the positive range 0 < so, s1 < 1, the weight factor in (3.39) and

its reciprocal in (3.40) are removed.

The derivation of (3.35) is also analogous to that for (3.36); to obtain it we again

invoke the spaces F'q (Rn-'). Note that the quasi-Banach space H p'(O0Q) may be

redefined as the completion of C"(8(Q) with respect to the (quasi-)norm

M

(i .g)( ( , 1 ( )) I ;2. (3.41)
j=1

(This is a consequence of the definition of the atoms for Hf'((0) and the atomic

characterization of F,1,2 given in Triebel [19]; see the theorem in sec. 3.2.3 as well as

proposition (ii) in sec. 3.2.4.) Thus to adapt our argument for (3.36) to prove (3.35)

we use F,' 2 (R n - ') in place Of Fp, '(R-') and F0,2  n-') =LP(Rn-') in place of
Fp PO )=P( • )npaeo



F' 1,2(R n-') (and of course eliminate the weight factors and their reciprocals in the

definitions of the operators I and P respectively). O

Remark 3.21.Any one of the interpolation results (3.32),(3.33),(3.34), or (3.36)

in Theorem 3.20 remains true when each of the usual function spaces occurring within

its statement is replaced by its mean-value-0 counterpart. (Of course, by the mean-

value-0 counterpart of HP' (Q) we simply mean HP' (0Q) itself.) Once again, this is

a simple consequence of retraction.

Our Besov space estimates for the inverse Calder6n operator are contained in the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.22. There exists c with 0 < e < 1 so that the inverse Calderdn operator

T introduced in (3.22) satisfies

ITgllB(ao) _ CIggllB_(a,), (3.42)

provided p and s lie within the ranges

(a) po < P < Po and 0 < s < 1

(b) 1 < p < poand 2/p - 1 - e < s < 1

(c) p' < p < co and O < s < 2/p + E,

wherein 1/po = 1+I l/po = 1-E

The range for p and s for which estimates hold may be described as the open

hexagon in (s, 1/p)-space with vertices (0, 0), (0, l/po), (1 - e, 1), (1, 1), (1, l/p'), and

(E, 0).
The Proof of Theorem 3.22.Recall from Corollary 3.13 that, for 1 < p < 2 + 6,

we have the operator T •: L/(0Q)± -+ L7(&Q). Considering the Banach space adjoints

of these operators we get mappings T : L q'L (fd) -+ Lq(0Q)1 and hence mappings

T :• L, (aO),- -+ Lq(89) for 2 - 6 < q < oo. We will obtain our theorem by

interpolating between a rather wide selection of pairs of these operators. Thus we

wish to prove that, wherever their domains of definition intersect, any two of these

operators coincide.

Our strategy will be to show that all of these maps agree with T : L2(aQ) 1± -+

L(09Q), whenever their domains intersect with L 2(Q)I11, and this will suffice because



C"(()' OQ is a common dense subset of all of the spaces LP (•), LPl(d0), 1 < p < oc.

Of course all of the maps T : LP(Q) 11 -+ L'(•Q), 1 < p < 2 + 6, coincide on their

intersections, since the definitions of the single layer potential S and the operator

T = II - K* do not depend on the particular value of p.

Now let's show that TY : L2 1(02) 1± -- L2 (0Q) restricted to L 2(O) 1± is compat-

ible with T : L 2( ) 1± -+ L2(O•). Suppose that f,g E L 2(aQ)_±, and let uf and ug

be the corresponding unique harmonic functions of Cor. 3.13 with Neumann data f

and g respectively. Then from Theorem 3.15 and Remark 3.16 it follows that

T2f(g) =j f T(g)da =J < Vuf, Vu > dV = f  T(f)gda = (Tf)(g), (3.43)

which is as we wished.

To show that T : L 2 (,Q)1± - Li2(OQ) is compatible with T* : L' (a0)l ± -+

Lq(O0Q) for all values of q E (2 - E, oc), we can use what we just proved in the

previous paragraph, since, for f, g E C"(() IjQ,

(T f)(g) = j fT(g)dr = (T f)(g) = (Tf)(g). (3.44)

Furthermore, we note that, from the uniqueness result (3.30) of Thm. 3.18 it fol-

lows that, whenever 1 < p < 2 + 6 and 1 - 6m < p' < 1, we have that T (LP(~)1±, ) n
HP' (O2) = Tp, l (L(0) 1-±) n HP' (•2), provided TP, refers to the mapping

T, : H P' (O) -+ H' (0Q) (3.45)

defined by setting TP f = ujOQ, wherein uliQ is as in Theorem 3.17.

Finally, we dualize (3.45) to obtain an operator

Tp, : (H'((9d))* --+ (HP' (a))*. (3.46)

Recall our definition (located between Theorem 3.18 and Lemma 3.19)

(HP' (aQ))* = B ,')(OQ), (3.47)

wherein a(p') = (n - 1)(1 - p')/p'. Also recall that the duality statement

(F,2(R = B~l+a(p)(Rn- 1) (3.48)



on R"-'implies that

(HI' ((0))* = Bo+o(p,)(O(). (3.49)

This means that we may rewrite (3.46) as

Tp, : Bl+a(p,)( )  Ba(p, (B), (3.50)

and thus restriction yields a mapping

T*, : B-l+,a(p') ( )1 - B(p (Od), (3.51)

That this mapping is also consistent with T : L2 (aQ) 1± -+ L(ORQ) for the purposes

of interpolation one readily sees by noting that L2(0R)Il n BOO+a(p,)(0Q) is dense in

B_1+(p,)(f) 1 1 and considering that

T, (f)(a) = f(Tp,(a)) = f(T(a)) = T(f)(a), (3.52)

for all f E L 2(aQ)11 and all a E L 2(O•)11 an atom for HP'(0R), using our conclusions

from the preceding paragraph.

The fact that any two of these myriad operators coincide on the intersection of

their domains now justifies our eliminating all subscripts as well as the superscript *

wherever they occur and simply referring to all of these mappings as T.

Having decisively settled all relevant compatibility questions, it is at last time to

interpolate. Recalling the identifications and interpolation results discussed prior to

the statement of the present theorem, we use (3.35) and (3.36) to interpolate between

T : LPo1(Q)0)1± -+ L (0) and T : HP'() -+ H' (OQ), with 1 - 6m < p' < 1 to

obtain an operator

T : L/p-2-eJ•)J -- L2/p-1-l (oa) (3.53)
for 1 < p < po and E > 0 defined via c - 2 -2.

Now to obtain (3.42) in case (a) we simply fix p E (Po,P'o) and use (3.33) to

interpolate between T : LP(0Q),. -+ LP(0Q) and T L 1 (0Q) 1± -+ LP (O). For case

(b), we fix p with 1 < p < po and use (3.33) to interpolate between (3.53) and the

operator T I: LP(R) -+ L ((80).



To obtain estimates for the range p' < p < oo of case (c), we first observe that T

satisfies

T : BP_(O0) 1l -+ BP(OQ) (3.54)

for 0 < s < 2 and p' < p < o00. This is because, fixing p and s within this
P

range, we can choose pi so large that the straight line 1 joining (0, 1/pi) and (1, l/p'o)

(in (s, 1/p)-space) intersects the horizontal line passing through (0, l/p) at a point

(so, l/p) to the right of (s, lip). Then of course s < so and we can use (3.32) to

interpolate between T : IL'(0) 1 - -+ LP'°(iQ) and T : L 1 (0Q)1 . -+ LP1(0Q) to

obtain an operator

T": LP 
1 (OQ)± --+ nLao(). (3.55)

To realize (3.54) we can then interpolate between (3.55) and the map T : LP_ (OQ)1± -

LP(OtQ) using (3.33).

Using Besov space interpolation (3.34) and our estimate T : BI+,(P)(OQ)11 --

Ba•,)(aO) for 1 - 6m < p' < 1 while noting that c = 2(1/p' - 1) _ a(p') = (n -

1)(1/p' - 1), it is easy to see how to extend the bound (3.54) to the full range in case

(c) of the statement of our theorem. o

3.4 Proof of Existence

Let F E (L q_(Q())*, with 1/p + 1/q = 1 and p and a falling within the appro-

priate range for the theorem. Of course RjF E LP- 2 with supp R*F C n. Set-

ting h = N * (R*F), where N is the Newtonian potential on R n , it follows that

Ah = R*F on R" and, via the Elliptic Regularity Theorem, that h = hIQ E L•; in

fact we have II hILr(a) < C|IR FI L• 2 . Moreover, since the relevant definitions imply

IRFI|LP <• CIIFII(L2_. ())., we obtain

IIh|L1(n) • CIIFII(L_- a))*.. (3.56)

Now define the normal derivative Lh E BP-_ llp(&Q) of the function h by

setting

< Lh, g >=< F, v, > + < Xn V(EQ(h)), V(En (vg)) > (3.57)



for all g E BY +l/p_(OQ), where vg is the unique harmonic function in Lq,-(Q) with

Tr vg = g given by the estimate for the homogeneous Dirichlet problem, Thm. 3.8.

The normal derivative Lh is a bounded linear functional on B _+l/p(_,, ). In fact we

even have

Proposition 3.23. With f, h and Lh as above,

Lnhu_,_J (an) < C F| (L q_.(~,) (3.58)

Proof. Consider first the leading term in (3.57). The estimate for the homoge-

neous Dirichlet problem gives

I< F,v, > 1 IIF II(L (_a())* i _gL , n )

< C| F J(i_,(a)). IgiiB+/,J_,(an) .  (3.59)

Meanwhile, taking stock of the second term, we find that

I< Xn V(En (h)),V(En (v)) > I < IXn V(En(h)) I IL V (Ea (vg)) I _o

" C IV(En (h))IILP IIV(E (vg))I IL _

" CJ EQ(h)LjL 1IEQVg911L_

" CIIhIILP(Q)i1Vg9ILq_(1)

SCIFII (LP_,(S))* 19 B+1p-o(anf, (3.60)

upon employing, respectively, the boundedness of the truncation operator (Prop. 3.4

and Cor. 3.5), Stein's Extension Thm. (See Prop. 3.2), and the estimate for the ho-

mogeneous Dirichlet problem (Theorem 3.8). o

Recall that we are attempting to find a solution to the generalized inhomogeneous

Neumann problem NP(p, a, F). Considering (3.8), it seems clear that we must show

that we can replace vg in (3.57) with general v E L-_,(Q),i.e.,not just those functions

in Lq2_(Q) which happen to be harmonic. To accomplish this we need a density

lemma.

Lemma 3.24. The space LP(Q) is dense in (Lq(Q))* for s > 0.

Proof. Let F E (Lg(Q))*. Then R*F e LPs. Since it is well-known that

CO(R") is dense in L l, (Rn), we can choose a sequence < qi > in C'(Rn) such that



0i -+ R*F in L_,. Hence, applying Eý to both sides of this limiting process gives

Eqi5 -+ F in (Lq(Q))* by Remark 4.3, and it also follows from this remark that, for

all i, E*q¢j E LP(Q). O

Using this lemma it's a simple matter to show that COO(Q) and even CoO(Q) are

likewise dense in (Lq(Q))*, s > 0.

We shall also require another integration-by-parts formula on Lipschitz domains.

Once again for direction to its proof consult Grisvard [11], Thm. 1.5.3.1.

Lemma 3.25.For every u E LP(Q) and v E Lq(Q) we have

2vAudV = - < Vu,Vv> dV + Trv <Tr(Vu), > do, (3.61)

Now we show, as promised, that

< Lh, Tr v >=< F, v > + < xnV(En(h)), V(En(v)) > (3.62)

for all v E Lq'2(Q). Let's first prove this for F E LP(Q) = (Lq(Q))* and v E C"(n)

The same arguments used in the first paragraph of this section show that lh ILP(n) •

CIIFIILP(Q). Thus we can apply Lemma 3.25, which implies that

J < Tr(Vh), n> (vj9Q)dar = FvdV + J < Vh, Vv > dV
= < F,v >

+ < V(En(v)), XnV(En(h)) > (3.63)

On the other hand, setting g = vloQ, E Cc"(-)IOQ C Lq_, 1q,(Q), we recall that

there exists a unique harmonic function vg in Lq () with vglOD = g. Consequently,

employment of Lemma 3.25 once again gives

f <Tr(Vh),rn> (vlQ)da = < Tr(Vh),n> (Tr v,)d

= FvdV+ <Vvg,Vh > dV

=< F, v9 > + < XnV(En(h)), V(Ea(vg)) >

< Lh, g >, (3.64)

so that comparison of (3.63) and (3.64) yields the result, as long as F E LP(Q) and

v E C'(n). Since Lemma 3.24 ensures us that LP(Q) is dense in (Lq(f)* for s > 0 and



it is well-known that C00 () is dense in Lq (Q) for s > 0, a simple density-continuity

argument now establishes (3.62).

To complete our proof of the existence assertion of Theorem 3.6 we seek to apply

our estimates for the inverse Calderon operator (Theorem 3.22) and the estimates for

the homogeneous Dirichlet problem (Theorem 3.8). First consider the case 1 < p < po

and select a from within the range designated by Theorem 4.6. Since LY(Q2) is dense

in B -1_,1_,(8•), it follows that LP(O0) 1I is dense in BP_, _1/P(i9Q)1.

Of course, given f E LP(eo) 1±, Cor. 3.13 gives us a unique harmonic function

u E LP (Q) with nontangential Neumann boundary data f and nontangential Dirichlet

data T(f) E LP(&a). By Theorem 3.15 we have

jf f(Trv)da = < 7Vu, Vv > dV (3.65)

for all v E C'(KI), which may be rewritten

Sf (Tr v) = < XV(En(u)), V(E(v)) > (3.66)

By Theorems 3.8 and 3.22 we have

IIU1ILP(Q) • CIIT(f)lBP__ (aQ) • 1fllBIB /() (3.67)

Thus by density and continuity we can extend our mapping f F-+ u to a linear

operator mapping all of BP
1_ 1/p(0Q) into L,(Q) for which

IIULIILn(ao) • CILlBP , (3.68)

for all L E B__-11/p(dQ) and

L(Tr v) = < XnV(E (UL)), V(En (v) > (3.69)

for all v E LP2(a).

To extend the results just obtained to the range p' < p < oo00, fix such a p and

once more select a from within the range of Theorem 3.6. Note that L I (0Q) 1± is a

dense subset of BP_ ( _L2), that is also a subset of all of the spaces L9(a0),l,

2 < i5 < p'. But, as before, for each f E LE (80)±, there exists a unique harmonic



function up E L(O(Q) with nontangential Neumann boundary data f and Dirichlet

data T(f) E Lý_j1 p(0Q) in the sense of the Trace Theorem such that (4.69) holds

with u = up L - f and v E C"(n).

On the other hand, by Theorems 3.8 and 3.22, we have

IlupL pan) -- CIIT(f)llB_ -ip(a) _ CfalB _ lp(an). (3.70)

Here up is the unique harmonic function in LP((Q) for which Tr up = T(f), considered

as a member of B PIa (OQ). But upon examination of the proof of Theorem 3.8 in

Jerison-Kenig [](Theorem 5.1 in their paper) we find that the estimate for the homo-

geneous Dirichlet problem in the range [po, oc) is actually obtained via interpolation

from that for the range [2, p'). What this means is that we must have up = up. In this

way we obtain (3.68) and (3.69) for the entire range permitted for p and a described

in Theorem 3.6.

The final step in our proof of the existence assertion of Theorem 3.6 is merely to

combine all of the preceding work in the appropriate fashion. Given F c (L_a(q))t±

with 1/p+1/q = 1 and p and a falling within the stated ranges, let h = (N (R*F)) I

be as in the opening paragraph of the present section and define Lh by (3.57). Using

the Sobolev Embedding Theorem to show that V(En(1))IQ = 0, it follows from

the definition that < Lh, 1 >= 0. Therefore, combining (3.58) and (3.68) (with

L - Lh) and equating (3.62) with (3.69) (once more with L - Lh), our entire existence

assertion readily follows upon defining w - h - ULh. O]

3.5 Proof of Uniqueness

Recall that the well-known methods of Lax-Milgram ensure that that there exists a

sequence of eigenfunctions Uk E C(Q3) n L (Q), k = 0, 1, 2, ... , with corresponding

eigenvalues Ak satisfying the (weak) Neumann eigenvalue problem for the Laplacian

Ak f UkVdV = < Vuk, Vv> dV (3.71)

for all v E L1(Q).

I



To establish uniqueness for the inhomogeneous Neumann problem, we first observe

that for all k = 0,1, 2, ... we have uk E LP(Q) n L _-(Q, ) with 1 < p < 00, a chosen

from within the admissible range for Theorem 3.6, and 1/p + 1/q = 1, and that,

moreover, we have the L'(Q)-bound

I Uk1Loo(Q) C(1 + Ak)[n /2]+1, (3.72)

where [] denotes the greatest integer function. These assertions are verified by first

noting that (3.71) implies that

IlUkJIL2(() < (1 + k). (3.73)

Note as well that Uk may be viewed as the unique Lax-Milgram solution in L2(() to

the weak inhomogeneous Neumann problem (3.71) with data AkUk and that this is

precisely the solution w E L (Q() to the generalized inhomogeneous Neumann problem

with data F =- AkUk that we have constructed in our own existence proof.

Now one uses the Sobolev inclusions

(i) LP C L' for 1 < p < r < oo and l/p - 1/r = (1/n)(s - t)

(ii) LP C L" forp > n/s

in conjunction with the estimates in our own existence theorem to bootstap up to

the estimate (3.72). To illustrate, we use the estimate (3.73) as our starting point

and we obtain an LP1 (Q)-estimate on Uk, where p, satisfies l/pi = 1/2 - 1/n, in the

following way (writing p' for the conjugate exponent to pi and lk for the extension

of Uk by 0 to a function on Rn):

IIUkIILP1(Q) • C(1+Ak)HlUkllPI

(using (3.9) in Thm. 3.6)

= C(1 + Ak)llE(iLk) (L

< C(1 + Ak) IfIk IL
< C(1+ Ak)lJik IIL2



(using (i) above)

= C(1 + Ak) Uk L2(Q)

< C(1 + Ak) 2

We iterate this procedure at most [n/2] +1 times with po = 2 and 1/pi+l = 1/pi - 1/n

to obtain

I Uk IIL(Q) < C(1 + Ak)[ n/ 2]+ 1, (3.74)

with 5p n. One final application of the Sobolev inclusion (i) above then gives (3.74)

for all p > P5, and hence yet another application of the estimates in the existence

theorem gives

II Uk llP() < C(1 + Ak) [n / 2]+ l

with E as in the statement of the existence theorem and p as large as one may desire.

In particular, if p > n/e then the Sobolev inclusion (ii) above implies (3.72). Also,

since Uk E LP(Q) C (L2_,(Q))*, applying (3.9) once more shows that Uk E LP,(Q) for

all values for p and a in the ranges (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 3.6. Finally, notice

that 2 - a falls within the corresponding range for the conjugate exponent q. Thus

Uk is a member of all of the spaces L2_,(Q) as well.

Now let w E LP,(Q), and assume that

< X V(En (w)), V(EQ (v)) >= 0 (3.75)

for all v E L_4-(Q). Since, as just noted, Uk E Lq_•(R), it follows from (3.71) that

Ak S WUk dV = 0 (3.76)

for all k. In case w E L2 (Q), this means that for k > 0 the coefficient of Uk in the

L2 (Q)-eigenfunction expansion of w is 0. Consequently, in this case w is a multiple

of the constant eigenfunction and so must be constant.

For uniqueness within the range 1 < p < 2, let f E LP(Q), 1 < p < 2. Write

ck = f Uk dV,



and set

Ttf (x) = E c-tAk e k (x) (3.77)
k=1

for t > 0. The series in (3.77) converges absolutely for all x E (2, and this follows very

easily from the L" estimates (3.72) for the eigenfunctions and Weyl's asymptotic

formula (on Lipschitz domains) for the distribution of eigenvalues, which implies that

0 < C'(2) Aklk2/ < C(Q) < 00

as k -+ o00. When f E L2 (() the function Ttf is in fact the solution to the heat

equation on (2 with initial temperature distribution Tof(x) = f(x).

Consider that, by the dominated convergence theorem, we can rewrite Ttf(x) in

the form

Ttf(x) = h(t, x, y)f (y)dy, (3.78)

wherein the kernel

h(t, x, y) = E k Uk (X) xk (y) (3.79)
k=O

converges absolutely for all (t, x, y) E (0, oc) x 2 x (2. (Of course this is once again a

consequence of (3.72) and Weyl's formula.) By a theorem of Beurling and Deny the

kernel h is positive for all t > 0. Since a simple computation shows that

sup h(t, x, y)dy = 1
xEn Jo

sup h(t, x, y)dx = 1,

we may apply the generalized Young's inequality to find that

IITtfllLP(n) 5 IlfllLP(n. (3.80)

If in fact f E L 2( 2) then, since Ek C2 < c00 in this case, we know that

lim Ttf = f (3.81)
t o+0+

in L 2(()-norm. Because L 2 (Q) is dense in LP((), using (3.80), we have convergence

in (3.81) in LP(R)-norm for all f E LP(R), 1 < p < 2.



Finally let f w -wE L with 1 < p < 2 and a lying within the admissible range

for the existence theorem, and assume that (3.75) is satisfied. Equation (3.76) then

implies that ck = 0 for all k > 0. Hence Ttw = couo for all t > 0, where u0 is the

constant (normalized) eigenfunction. Therefore w itself is constant. O
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